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Abstract: Due to global warming, the conservation or enhancement of urban ventilation during
synoptically calm and hot weather conditions is receiving increasing attention in climate resilient
urban and regional planning. The transport of cool air from rural surroundings into the city by local
winds during nighttime is important for the alleviation of the urban heat island intensity and heat load
in particular. A simple statistical method, which objectively identifies urban thermal hot spots and
areas of rural cold air formation from thermodynamic urban climate model simulations is described
and applied to Aschaffenburg, a medium-sized town located in hilly terrain in south-central Germany.
The delimitated hot spots and nocturnal cold air formation areas are influenced by local land cover,
and also by the surrounding landscape heterogeneity, surface energy exchange and atmospheric
mixing processes. The results illustrate limitations of hot spot or cool spot estimation methods
based purely on the analysis of classified land cover data. Nocturnal backward airflow trajectories
from thermal hot spots in the city and forward trajectories from rural areas with substantial cold air
formation are calculated to determine which cold air formation areas are contributing to ventilation
and advective cooling of thermal hot spots. It is found that nocturnal ventilation mechanisms are not
bound to municipal boundaries, which highlights the need for regional cooperation in urban climate
adaptation. The described method provides guidance to urban and regional planners in order to
protect important cold air formation areas, e.g., from urban sprawl, and it can be applied to study
impacts of planning scenarios. Options for improvement or extension of the method are discussed.

Keywords: urban heat islands; urban planning; drainage winds; country breeze; z-transformation;
airflow trajectories

1. Introduction

Summer heat load conditions in cities are enhanced by the urban heat island (UHI) phe-
nomenon and are becoming more intense and more frequent due to global warming [1–3].
Airflow from cooler rural surroundings into a city is an important cooling process to reduce
heat load for urban dwellers (Figure 1). Under synoptic scale calm and clear weather
conditions, local wind systems such as country breezes and nocturnal drainage winds
are the main mechanisms for ventilating cities with cool rural air [4–9]. Country breezes
and drainage winds (down-slope and down-valley winds) are driven by air temperature
differences between rural and urban areas, or between slopes or valleys and the air over
adjacent plains [10,11].

The preservation or enhancement of: (1) nocturnal cold air formation in the rural air-
sheds surrounding a city; and (2) urban ventilation paths with low aerodynamic roughness
(and low emissions of heat or pollutants) to enable penetration of rural air into the city are
important measures to ensure or enhance urban ventilation [12–14]. Urban climate maps
illustrating climate functions and sensitivities are a common tool to ensure consideration
of urban ventilation in the process of urban development [15,16]. The method of forward
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directed airflow trajectories from rural cold air formation areas are very useful to identify
those cold air formation areas (CAs), which are relevant for ventilating a city, while back-
ward directed airflow trajectories from thermal hot spots (THs) provide information about
the source areas of the air reaching hot urban quarters [9,17,18].
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Figure 1. Schematic figure of a city located on a valley floor with illustrations of the urban heat island
(red color shading), rural cold air formation (blue wavy arrows) and cold air flows by drainage winds
(solid black arrows) and country breezes (dashed black arrows) during night time.

Traditionally, maps of THs and CAs are generated using climatopes [16,19]. Cli-
matopes are defined as areas with similar microclimatic characteristics, such as the diurnal
cycle of air temperature, surface roughness, land cover, topographic setting and expo-
sure [19]. For simplicity, the spatial variations in microclimatic conditions were usually
approximated by land cover classes and subjective interpretation of terrain height vari-
ability. Examples of commonly defined climatopes are: city-center climatope; commer-
cial/industrial area climatope; park climatope; open country climatope; and water body
climatope [20]. This qualitative approach of climatope definitions can be enhanced by
quantitative analysis of satellite imagery, digital elevation models, 3-dimensional building
datasets, vegetation indices, or surface heat budget simulations [21–23]. In recent years
the classification of local climate zones (LCZs) has been introduced, which are now widely
used in urban climate analyses [24,25]. LCZ definition is based on 3-dimensional building
parameters, terrain roughness, pervious/impervious surface fractions, thermal surface
conductivity, albedo and anthropogenic heat emissions. LCZs comprise of 10 built-up
categories (e.g., compact high rise, open mid-rise, heavy industry, etc.) and seven categories
without buildings (e.g., dense trees, low plants, water, etc.). Observations indicate a good
correlation between air temperature and LCZs [26]. However, observations also demon-
strate that thermal advection, variations in mixing height and terrain height or location
within a city (e.g., downtown vs. urban fringe) cause substantial spatial variations in air
temperatures within and between areas belonging to the same climatope or LCZ. Therefore,
this contribution uses urban climate model results to identify THs and CAs in a physically
based approach, as proposed in [26]. The cause and impact-based identification of THs and
CAs enables more efficient and focused urban planning as well as more efficient climate
change adaptation in urban areas.

This study applies a z-transformation [14,27] to identify and delimitate THs and CAs
from thermodynamic urban climate model simulations for Aschaffenburg, a medium-
sized city located in hilly terrain in south-central Germany. The applicability of this
simple method for climate-resilient urban planning is further demonstrated using the
simulated wind fields to calculate backward airflow trajectories from urban THs and
forward trajectories from pronounced CAs in the rural vicinity to determine which CAs
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are actually contributing to ventilation and advective cooling of THs and specific urban
quartiers during nighttime in Aschaffenburg. This article is structured as follows: Chapter 2
introduces the study area, the urban climate simulations, the airflow trajectory calculation,
and the z-transformation approach. Chapter 3 presents the results of the objectively
identified THs and CAs, which are compared to the land cover classification used as input
data for the numerical urban climate simulation. This is followed by the results of the
nocturnal airflow trajectories starting from delimitated THs and CAs. The main findings
and limitations of the study and possibilities for improvement or extension of the presented
approach are discussed in Chapter 4.

2. Methods
2.1. Study Area (Aschaffenburg)

The city of Aschaffenburg has a population of around 70,000 people and is located in
the southeast of the Rhine–Main river plain in Germany, at the western edge of the low
mountain range Spessart. As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the river Aschaff (name-giving to
the city Aschaffenburg and Aschaff Valley) runs from northeast to southwest into the river
Main. The city has an elevation of 133 m above sea level (asl) at its center and is flanked
by mountain ridges exceeding 400 m asl in the north and the southeast. The mean air tem-
perature at 2 m height in the period 1971–2000 as measured at the nearest weather station
in Kahl am Main, is 10.2 ◦C [28]. This is 1.6 ◦C warmer than the corresponding spatially
averaged mean air temperature in Germany. The higher temperature favors a higher risk of
heat stress for the inhabitants, especially in the densely built-up city center [29,30]. Under
synoptically calm and fair weather conditions, a thermally driven, diurnally oscillating
valley wind system prevails in the Aschaff Valley (Figure 2b). Wind direction frequencies
for daytime and nighttime hours in the warm season (April to September) are derived from
a three-year wind dataset (30-min mean values) captured on top of a high building in the
center of Aschaffenburg at 35 m above street level. Since Aschaffenburg is located at the
exit of the Aschaff Valley, daytime up-valley winds blow from a relatively broad sector
between southwest and west-northwest and nighttime down-valley winds blow from a
smaller sector between northeast and east-northeast (Figure 2b).

2.2. Urban Climate Simulations (MUKLIMO_3, TRACA)

For modelling local climate conditions in the study area, the 3-dimensional microscale
urban climate model MUKLIMO_3 is used in its thermodynamic version [31]. The model
solves prognostic equations to simulate diurnal cycles of 3-dimensional fields of air tem-
perature, humidity and wind [32], as well as balancing heat and moisture in the soil and it
applies parameterizations of long-wave and short-wave radiation [33–35]. Plant canopy
processes are simulated by a vegetation model for low plant canopies and trees [36]. In this
study the meteorological effects of buildings are parameterized using gridded values of
mean building height, building surface fraction and wall-area index (WAI = outer building
wall areas per building surface area). For airflow simulations the urban canopy is treated
as a porous medium [7]. The model does not include modules for simulating dynamic
cloud or precipitation processes. The applicability of MUKLIMO_3 is therefore limited to
dry weather conditions. In recent years MUKLIMO_3 has been applied to study the urban
climate in various cities in central Europe [37–40].

In order to capture the meteorological effects of regional topography, a model domain
of 40 km × 40 km centered on the city of Aschaffenburg is chosen (not shown). In the
domain’s central area of 18 km × 18 km (core area, Figure 2), the horizontal model grid
resolution is set to 50 m. In the outer domain (outside the core area), the horizontal grid
spacing is gradually stretched to 500 m. In the vertical direction model grid spacing is
10 m between 100 m asl (lowest point in the domain) to 250 m asl. Between 250 m and the
top of the 3-dimensional model domain at 900 m asl, the vertical grid spacing is gradually
stretched to 50 m. A 1-dimensional version of MUKLIMO_3 reaching up to 2500 m asl, with
vertical grid spacing further stretched to 200 m at elevations above 900 m asl, is used to
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provide model initialization values and boundary conditions at the top of the 3-dimensional
model domain. The 12 km × 12 km modelling subdomain within the core area (Figure 2a)
has been used for the presentation of results in all figures below.

The delimitations of THs and CAs, as well as airflow trajectory calculations presented
in this study are based on a MUKLIMO_3 simulation for idealized calm and clear summer
weather conditions. The 3-dimensional model simulation starts on the 17th of July at 08:00
CEST (Central European Summer Time) and ends on the 18th of July at 06:00 CEST. The
water temperature of the rivers Main and Aschaff is set to 24 ◦C. A southerly airflow of
0.5 m/s at 200 m asl is prescribed for the initialization of the wind field calculation (using
the 1-dimensional model).

The basic land cover model input is taken from the Copernicus Urban Atlas 2012 for the
MUKLIMO_3 land cover classification (Figure 3) and from the Copernicus High Resolution
Layer 2012 for the tree cover fraction and impervious surface area fraction [41,42]. Terrain
elevation data and 3-dimensional building data (Level of Detail 1) for generating gridded
data of mean building heights (Figure A1), building surface fraction (Figure A2), and WAI
are taken from the German Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy [30,43].
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Figure 2. (a) Map of the terrain elevation in m asl in the 18 km × 18 km equidistant grid core area of
the model domain. The 12 km × 12 km modelling subdomain for the presentation of results (black
square), the city border (magenta contour), the city center (AB) of Aschaffenburg and the rivers Main
and Aschaff (white contour) are also shown. (b) Topographic map of the 18 km × 18 km domain
(reprinted with permission from [43]. 2009, GeoBasis-DE/BKG) with the wind rose observed under
synoptically calm and fair weather conditions in the warm seasons (April–September), measured
during the period of 2018–2020 on top of a high building in Aschaffenburg [43].
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Figure 3. Land cover classification map in the 12 km × 12 km subdomain (see Figure 2a) with
the city border of Aschaffenburg (red line). Black contour lines represent terrain elevation in 25 m
height intervals.

Backward and forward airflow trajectories for studying ventilation in Aschaffenburg
are derived in a post-processing procedure from 3-dimensional MUKLIMO_3 wind field
output using the TRAjectory CAlculator (TRACA) [9,44]. TRACA randomly releases
massless particles at domains such as CAs or THs and tracks their paths in the study area.
TRACA needs coordinate polygon data to determine the release areas and information
about the height above ground and timing of particle releases.

This study focuses on TH and CA delimitation for the analysis of nocturnal ventilation
in Aschaffenburg. To illustrate results from the MUKLIMO_3 simulation during nighttime,
Figures 4 and 5 show the near surface wind field and air temperature distribution at 00:00
and 02:00 CEST, respectively. The heat island in the city center is prominent at midnight,
with air temperatures about 3 K higher than in the rural surroundings (Figure 4). Air
temperatures are not only elevated in the city center, but also in other built-up districts
around the center. The air temperature difference between the city and the surroundings
leads to a pressure difference, which causes country breezes, i.e., compensatory winds
from surrounding cool areas towards hot urban quarters. The superposition of the country
breezes and cold air drainage from the surrounding hills represents the major noctur-
nal ventilation process for Aschaffenburg under high-pressure weather conditions. The
converging transport of cool air into the city center alleviates heat load in the densely
built-up districts.
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Figure 4. 00:00 CEST map of the air temperature (◦C) and wind vectors (m/s) within the 12 km ×
12 km city subdomain at 5 m above ground level. Terrain elevation contour lines are shown in grey,
rivers in white, and the city border of Aschaffenburg in magenta.

At 02:00 CEST (Figure 5) the heat island intensity decreases to about 1–2 K, which
weakens the thermal forcing of country breezes and leads to a more developed mountain
wind in the Aschaff Valley. As a result of this, the surface wind field does not converge in
the city center anymore. Between 00:00 and 02:00 CEST cooling by about 3 K is simulated
in the city center.
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2.3. Objective Delimitation (z-Transformation)

The z-transformation approach (which is widely spread in geography [14,27]) is
applied to quantitatively determine rural CAs and urban THs.

Zvar(x, y) =
var(x, y) − µvar

σvar
(1)

where Zvar at the location with spatial coordinates x and y is the normalized value of
the variable var. µvar and σvar are the spatial mean value and standard deviation of var
for a given domain and time, respectively [14,27]. For the delimitation of THs, the z-
transformation is applied to the simulated variable (var) air temperature (T) at 5 m above
ground level (agl) within the municipal boundaries of Aschaffenburg. A model grid cell
belongs to a TH if its temperature value is higher than the spatial mean value for more than
one standard deviation, i.e., ZT(x,y) > 1.
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For the delimitation of CAs, we apply the z-transformation to the variable (var)
time-integrated sensible heat flux (Hint) between the ground and the atmosphere and
between trees and the atmosphere from 22:00 to 04:00 CEST within the 12 km × 12 km
city subdomain shown in Figures 3–5. Model grid cells with positive values of Hint (i.e.,
built-up areas with no cold air formation) are excluded from the CA analysis. Model grid
cells belong to CAs if the value of Hint is lower than µHint − 0.5σHint, i.e., lower than the
mean value minus a half standard deviation (ZHint < −0.5).

The choice of the threshold values for THs and CAs identification (ZT and ZHint)
depends on the intended extremity of the variable used for delimitation and on the topog-
raphy of the study area. For example, a study area with more pronounced relief would
have stronger spatial variability in air temperature and therefore a higher σT value. For
a city located at a valley bottom, a smaller threshold value ZT might be applicable for
TH delimitation. In order to avoid strongly pixelated THs and CAs, a spatial smoothing
algorithm is applied to the gridded model MUKLIMO_3 output data of T and Hint, which
is calculated as a moving average over one surrounding grid cell in each direction (average
over 3 × 3 grid cells) for T, and two surrounding grid cells in each direction (5 × 5 grid
cells) for Hint. While T is subject to atmospheric mixing processes, the stronger smoothing
of Hint is used as it is influenced in a much stronger way by heterogenic local land cover. To
provide climate information on the urban quarter scale, we are interested in the delimitation
of well pronounced THs and CAs covering at least 50 connected model grid cells, which
equals an area of 12.5 hectare (1 hectare = 104 m2).

3. Results
3.1. Delimitated Thermal Hot Spots (20:00 CEST)

In order to determine the THs inside the city borders for nocturnal ventilation analysis,
the simulated 20:00 CEST air temperature field in 5 m agl is chosen for z-transformation
(Figure 6). At 20:00 CEST differential cooling between urban and rural areas already
generates a well-developed UHI associated with multiple THs in the city center and
surrounding built-up areas. Furthermore, at 20:00 CEST UHI structure and TH occurrence
is still undisturbed by drainage winds, which become evident from about 22:00 CEST
onwards. Figure 6 shows the objectively delimitated THs in a red outline. While most city
districts and the city center with its air temperature still exceeding 32 ◦C are clearly visible,
not all built-up areas within the city border are marked as THs due to their topographic
location near areas with lower temperatures. In addition, the results show that larger parks
and graveyards in the city are excluded from THs as a result of their lower air temperatures
(Figures 3 and 6).
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in magenta.

3.2. Delimitated Cold Air Formation Areas (22:00–04:00 CEST)

The CAs delimitation is based on the z-transformation of the integrated sensible heat
flux Hint from 22:00 until 04:00 CEST in the 12 km × 12 km subdomain of the model area
(Figure 7). In built-up areas nocturnal Hint values are often positive (heat flux into the
atmosphere) due to the release of heat stored in the urban fabric during daytime [1,2]. In
rural areas, nocturnal Hint values are usually negative. However, the magnitude of their
value does not only depend on land cover, but also on the state of the soil and the atmo-
sphere. For example, open spaces (e.g., meadows) in sloping terrain tend to be pronounced
CAs, as thermally-driven down-slope winds cause a strong sensible heat flux from the
slope wind layer to the surface [9,11]. Therefore, CAs identified by z-transformation in the
12 km × 12 km subdomain are mostly located at slopes around Aschaffenburg (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Map of the sensible heat flux (kWh/m2) between the ground and the atmosphere and
between trees and the atmosphere integrated from 22:00 until 04:00 CEST (12 km × 12 km city
subdomain). Cold air formation areas (CAs) delimitated by z-transformation are shown in cyan,
the terrain elevation contour lines in black, the rivers in white and the city border of Aschaffenburg
in magenta.

3.3. Comparison of Land Cover Classes and Delimitation Using z-Transformation on Numerical
Model Results

One common way to delimitate either THs or CAs is the usage of land cover, respec-
tively, land cover classes. Based on experience and literature studies, specific land cover
classes are directly assigned to local climate features [16,19]. For example, dense building
classes are assigned to THs, while pasture and crop classes are assigned to CAs. The effort
needed for this approach is low compared to thermodynamic numerical model simulations.

Table 1 shows the frequencies of land cover classes in quantitatively delimitated THs
and CAs in relation to the occurrence of the land cover classes in the analysis areas of
the objective delimitation (z-transformation). Only 51% of the “pasture” and 59% of the
“permanent crops” areas are marked as CAs as not only the physical properties of the model
grid cells determine the intensity of nocturnal cold air formation, but also other attributes
have a strong influence such as slope inclination, surrounding land cover and atmospheric
conditions. Within the municipal boundaries of Aschaffenburg, the majority of model
cells with land cover “very dense urban fabric” (93%) and “dense urban fabric” (63%) are
identified as TH. It should be noted that some land cover classes such as “permanent crops”
are not only represented in the CAs (59%), but in the THs (8%) too. A map showing all
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land cover classes and the THs and CAs identified by the z-transformation is presented in
the Appendix A (Figure A3).

Table 1. Copernicus Urban Atlas 2012 [41] land cover classes in the model area and their fractions
identified as cold air formation areas (CA) and thermal hot spots (TH). Additionally shown is the
area the land cover class covers in the 12 km × 12 km domain (CA) and inside the city border of
Aschaffenburg (TH). Highlighted in red (land cover THs) and blue (land cover CAs) are the land
cover classes used in Figure 8.

No. Land Cover Class Land Cover ID Proportion of CA Proportion of TH

1 Very dense urban fabric 11100 0.0% of 234 ha 93.0% of 161 ha
3 Dense urban fabric 11210 0.0% of 985 ha 65.2% of 544 ha
4 Medium density urban fabric 11220 0.5% of 480 ha 34.9% of 204 ha
5 Moderate density urban fabric 11230 0.9% of 241 ha 17.0% of 56 ha
6 Low density urban fabric 11240 12.6% of 69 ha 0.0% of 31 ha
7 Isolated Structures 11300 19.6% of 36 ha 0.0% of 16 ha

9 Industrial, commercial, public, military and
private units 12100 4.5% of 1252 ha 48.9% 753 ha

10 Highways 12210 1.3% of 94 ha 6.0% of 25 ha
11 Streets and roads 12220 1.8% of 42 ha 33.1% of 31 ha
12 Railways 12230 2.4% of 73 ha 44.6% of 49 ha
13 Port areas 12300 0.0% of 88 ha 51.0% of 88 ha
15 Mineral extraction and dump sites 13100 15.9% of 21 ha 4.3% of 6 ha
16 Construction sites 13300 0.0% of 31 ha 22.4% of 12 ha
17 Unused area 13400 0.0% of 46 ha 11.9% of 30 ha
18 Green urban areas 14100 1.2% of 247 ha 5.2% of 178 ha
19 Sports and leisure facilities 14200 10.8% of 327 ha 7.1% of 222 ha
20 Arable land 21000 37.7% of 1020 ha 0.7% of 220 ha
22 Permanent crops 22000 58.7% of 30 ha 8.1% of 28 ha
23 Pastures 23000 51.3% of 3957 ha 1.3% of 1400 ha
27 Forest 31000 3.6% of 4884 ha 0.0% of 2146 ha
31 Herbaceous vegetation associations 32000 32.1% of 21 ha 0.0% of 2 ha
33 Water 50000 0.0% of 223 ha 0.3% of 172 ha

In order to illustrate the differences between the land cover approach and the quantita-
tive delimitation, an example is shown in Figure 8. For the comparison in Figure 8, all land
cover classes ≥14% mean building surface fraction are used for land cover based THs (class
numbers 1, 3, 4, 5, 9 and 13 indicated in red font in Table 1), and the four rural land cover
classes for open spaces without buildings are used for land cover based CAs (class numbers
20, 22, 23 and 31, indicated in blue font in Table 1). While the total areas of THs and CAs
delimitated by z-transformation are 1086 hectares and 2740 hectares, respectively, the land
cover approach identifies 1805 hectares for THs and 5028 hectares for CAs. This indicates
that a direct linkage between land cover and THs or cold air formation in complex terrain
is a highly simplified approach. CAs identified over sloping terrain reveal good agreement
between the two approaches. However, the land cover approach overestimates the exis-
tence of CAs in the Main Valley and of THs in the southeastern suburbs of Aschaffenburg.
Overall, the land cover approach can still be useful if no spatial coverage of climate data is
available, but applications for urban or regional planning have to take the limitations of
this method into account.
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Figure 8. Map of thermal hot spots (THs, dark red areas) and cold air formation areas (CAs, cyan
areas) from the land cover approach compared to the quantitative delimitation of THs (red outline)
and of CAs (blue outline) in the 12 km × 12 km subdomain. Additionally, the city border of
Aschaffenburg is shown as a magenta line and the terrain elevation in black contour lines.

3.4. Trajectory Analysis
3.4.1. Nocturnal Backward Trajectories (01:00–23:00 CEST, 03:00–01:00 CEST)

Figure 9 illustrates the backward trajectories with their origin in the TH polygons
at 01:00 CEST, calculated backwards in time until 23:00 CEST. These trajectories indicate
where the air arriving in THs at 01:00 CEST are starting at 23:00 CEST and which path the
air took on its way towards THs. TRACA sets the starting point of the trajectories randomly
in the TH polygons. Due to varying building heights in THs, trajectories are chosen to start
randomly between 5 m and 15 m agl. Green color shading of the trajectories indicates their
height above ground level.

Due to effects of country breezes (see Figure 4), trajectories show pronounced flow
convergences, particularly in the city center and in western suburbs close to the Main
River. Air flowing along trajectories originating in, or passing over CAs at low heights,
will experience cooling, while trajectory paths crossing settlements (in particular THs)
at low elevations are prone to warming and are possibly exposed to emissions of air
pollutants. Nocturnal cooling of the air over slopes is mostly limited to heights below 50 m
agl, trajectories above 50 m agl are therefore not considered relevant for nocturnal cooling
in urban quarters. Since some trajectories in Figure 9 rise to heights above 50 m agl (for
example along the Aschaff Valley), the calculation of trajectories for Aschaffenburg has
been limited to 2 h.

Figure 9 shows that early in the night not all objectively delimitated CAs are (equally)
important for the ventilation of Aschaffenburg. Most eastern CAs (located in side valleys in
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the upper Aschaff Valley) are not connected to the city by backward trajectories. However,
most northern and southern CAs are directly linked to the TH polygons in the city and are
therefore elementary for its nocturnal cooling and ventilation.
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Figure 9. Backward trajectory map of the 12 km × 12 km subdomain from 01:00 to 23:00 CEST with
trajectory heights above ground level in green color shading. Trajectories are released in the thermal
hot spots (red contour) identified by z-transformation. Additionally shown are the cold air formation
areas in blue, rivers in light grey, the city border of Aschaffenburg in black lines and terrain elevation
in grey color shading.

Backward trajectories calculated later in the night from 03:00 to 01:00 CEST are influ-
enced by changes in the simulated wind field (Figure 10). Due to the weakening urban heat
island intensity, the forcing of country breezes decreases and the northeasterly down-valley
winds in the Aschaff Valley become clearly more dominant. Due to the changes in wind
speed and direction of drainage winds, the connectivity of some surrounding CAs with THs
in Aschaffenburg is now more established (Figure 10). However, there are no CAs along the
floor of the Aschaff Valley (Figure 7), as the valley floor is mostly covered by industrial areas
and settlements (see Figures 2b and 3). The intensified down-valley winds in the Aschaff
Valley enhances the along-valley air exchange rates, but the air arriving in Aschaffenburg
is characterized by a small temperature deficit and impacted by anthropogenic emissions.
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Figure 10. Backward trajectory map of the 12 km × 12 km subdomain from 03:00 to 01:00 CEST with
trajectory heights above ground level in green color shading. Trajectories are released in the thermal
hot spots (red) identified by z-transformation. Additionally shown are the cold air formation areas
in blue, rivers in light grey, the city border of Aschaffenburg in black and terrain elevation in grey
color shading.

3.4.2. Nocturnal Forward Trajectories (23:00–01:00 CEST, 01:00–03:00 CEST)

Calculations of forward trajectories are a complementary way to determine which
CAs are relevant for nocturnal ventilation in Aschaffenburg, in particular regarding CAs
for which no connection to THs was found from backward trajectories. To ensure their cool
origin, forward trajectories are started in CAs at the fixed height of 5 m agl. Figure 11 shows
forward trajectories calculated early in the night from 23:00 to 01:00 CEST. The forward
trajectories from CAs around the city center reach multiple THs and reveal similar airflow
patterns as backward trajectories from THs for the same time interval (Figure 9). However,
Figure 11 also reveals that nocturnal cold air forming further away in tributaries of the
upper Aschaff Valley (northeastern CAs) drains into the Aschaff Valley. Within two hours
of integration the air reaches the fringe of the TH in the city center, partly at high elevations
and therefore of limited relevance for cooling Aschaffenburg. Some cold air forming in
eastern CAs also reaches the southern fringe of the TH in the city center at elevated heights
from a southeasterly direction.
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Figure 11. Forward trajectory map of the 12 km × 12 km subdomain from 23:00 to 01:00 CEST with
trajectory heights above ground level in green color shading. Trajectories are released in the cold air
formation areas (blue) identified by z-transformation. Additionally shown are the thermal hot spots
in red, rivers in light grey, the city border of Aschaffenburg in black and terrain elevation in grey
color shading.

Forward trajectories calculated later in the night from 01:00 to 03:00 CEST (Figure 12)
show a stronger alignment of the wind field along the Aschaff Valley similar to the backward
trajectories (Figure 10). The more pronounced down-valley winds block cold airflow
originating in some central eastern CAs from entering the Aschaff Valley and therefore
from reaching THs in Aschaffenburg. The air from the northeastern CAs still reaches
Aschaffenburg several decameters above ground and its cooling function for Aschaffenburg
is therefore limited. As already found earlier in the night, drainage winds from CAs located
on slopes north and south of the city remain the most important for cooling THs in
Aschaffenburg.
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Figure 12. Forward trajectories map of the 12 km × 12 km subdomain from 01:00 to 03:00 CEST with
trajectory heights above ground level in green color shading. Trajectories are released in the cold air
formation areas (blue) identified by z-transformation. Additionally shown are the thermal hot spots
in red, rivers in light grey, the city border of Aschaffenburg in black and terrain elevation in grey
color shading.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Climate resilient urban planning requires information on city locations which are
particularly affected by strong heat load and how the local winds can provide cooling to
these quarters, particularly during nighttime when UHI intensities are highest. Source
areas of strong cold air formation generating these local winds need to be protected and
ventilation paths, along which local winds reach heat prone quarters, have to be preserved
as building and emission restriction zones. In this study the results from the numerical
urban climate model MUKLIMO_3 for an idealized calm and clear summertime weather
situation with 50 m horizontal grid spacing are used to identify thermal hotspots (THs)
in the medium-sized town of Aschaffenburg and to locate strong cold air formation areas
(CAs) in the hilly airshed around the city.

THs and CAs are identified using the z-transformation for statistical normalization
of smoothed near surface air temperature and time-integrated sensible heat fluxes. The
applicability of the obtained THs and CAs for urban ventilation studies is demonstrated
using the post-processing tool TRACA to calculate backward trajectories from THs and
forward trajectories from CAs for two periods during nighttime.
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4.1. Main Findings

The main findings of the presented approach are:

• The applied z-transformation is suitable for the quantitative identification of the most
pronounced areas of cold air formation in the rural surrounding of the city and of hot
spots within the built-up urban quarters

• Spatial smoothing of the numerical model results in combination with a minimum
area size of 125,000 m2 for THs and CAs allows the identification of relevant areas for
urban and landscape planning

• Backward trajectories show which THs receive venting from CAs or other areas inside
or outside the city

• Forward trajectories imply that cold air from the CAs in the nearby hilly surroundings
reach the THs in the city. However, airflow originating in some CAs (e.g., located in
the upper Main Valley or further away in the mountains) either does not reach THs in
Aschaffenburg, or they are less relevant as airflow detaches from the surface prior to
its arrival at THs

• Statistical analysis of land cover types in delimitated THs and CAs reveal that the
application of z-transformation to numerical urban climate model results provides a
more sophisticated picture of urban climate functions than the traditional approach of
climatopes. This is mainly due to the fact that numerical urban climate models consider
dynamic feedbacks between surface energy exchanges and atmospheric mixing

In conclusion, the presented approach provides guidance to urban planners on which
city districts are particularly exposed to heat stress and which crucial areas must be pre-
served for nocturnal cold air formation. The presented airflow trajectory analysis shows
that wind-induced transport of cool air from CAs is not bound to municipal boundaries.
On the one hand, Aschaffenburg benefits from cool air forming in neighboring commu-
nities, and on the other hand, municipalities located downwind benefit from some CAs
in Aschaffenburg, which are not relevant for the ventilation of THs in Aschaffenburg. Cli-
mate resilient urban planning therefore requires expedient cooperation with neighboring
communities as well as on the regional scale.

4.2. Limitations and Outlook

Results of area delimitation using z-transformation strongly depend on the spatial
variability and spread of the analyzed variable and hence on the variability of terrain
height and land cover. Therefore, most obviously, delimitation results are influenced by
the choice of the analyzed domain, but also on data filtering prior to z-transformation. In
this study, TH detection has been limited to grid cells within the municipal boundaries of
Aschaffenburg, with most built-up areas being located at similar elevations on the valley
floor. Therefore, it is no surprise that hot spots were identified in areas with high and
dense buildings. However, the approach of this study may reach its limit when other
factors influencing the air temperature are stronger than building effects. For a city located
on a slope or hilltop with great terrain elevation differences within the municipality, z-
transformation could possibly identify THs in grid cells with very low terrain elevation
although these grid cells may have rural land cover and do not represent the hottest areas
in the city. A possible solution would be to divide the study area into elevation classes to
eliminate the effect of orography on the temperature signal or to reduce elevation effects by
analyzing potential temperature instead of air temperature.

In this study the delimitation of pronounced CAs is performed for a domain of 12 km
× 12 km covering most of the Aschaff Valley airshed, but z-transformation was limited
to grid cells having negative values of time-integrated sensible heat flux. Most CAs are
identified in open spaces on slopes, e.g., with land cover being pasture or crops. Future
research could therefore investigate objective TH and CA delimitation for cities located on
slopes, hill tops or more variable relief in general, and for cities located near a lake or coast.
The study could also be extended by analyzing additional urban climate simulations, e.g.,
for situations with different regional wind directions.
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Unfortunately, detailed climate measurements for validating simulated wind and air
temperature variability within and around Aschaffenburg are not available. However, good
agreement between simulation results and observations were found in previous studies
using the urban climate model MUKLIMO_3 [9,38,45]. It should also be noted that there
is still a paucity of studies on the nocturnal cooling potential of forested areas and on the
capability of computer models to simulate forest climate correctly [45–48]. The drainage
wind airshed of Aschaffenburg is covered by extended forest areas, which have not been
identified as strong CAs as the magnitude of the time-integrated sensible heat flux Hint is
about 50% lower than Hint values in open spaces on sloping terrain (Figure 7). However,
areas with only moderate cooling potential could still be very relevant for urban planning,
if such areas are extended enough and the generated cold airflow is directed towards urban
hot spots. Future studies should develop methods for objective delimitation of relevant
CAs that combine information on the magnitude of local cold air formation with the spatial
extension of CAs.
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